NCAPA EMPLOYER GROUP RATE

The North Carolina Academy of Physician Assistants (NCAPA) recognizes the value of PAs and the PA profession. We are devoted to promoting and representing PAs to the public and our legislators in NC, as well as providing high quality continuing medical education to support them in maintaining certification and licensure.

NCAPA has recently developed an Employer Group Rate (EGR) to make it easy for organizations to purchase memberships for all employed PAs at one time. By doing so, employers can rest assured that the PAs in their practice will be supported in order to provide optimal healthcare to patients. Employers can also be confident that the PAs they employ will have access to some of the best CME around – and at a discount, so that their CME dollars go even further.

EMPLOYER GROUP DISCOUNT RATE

Regular Annual Membership Rate: $150.00/per PA

- **10-25 memberships**: 10% discount = $135.00/per PA
- **26-50 memberships**: 15% discount = $127.50/per PA
- **51-100 memberships**: 20% discount = $120.00/per PA
- **100+ memberships**: 25% discount = $112.50/per PA

The Employer Group Rate is not available online, so employers must contact NCAPA directly when ready to purchase and staff will gladly be of assistance. Please contact NCAPA at ncapa@ncapa.org or by calling 919-479-1995 to learn more about the benefits of membership. We can arrange to visit with PAs on site or simply provide more information over the phone.

*As a show of our appreciation, any employer who takes advantage of our EGR will be provided a premium job posting on the NCAPA Career Center at a discounted rate.*

By purchasing NCAPA memberships through the EGR, employers can be confident that the PAs they employ have dedicated representation to ensure their practice rights and provide them discounted access to high quality continuing medical education.